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The most erudite ancient poet, in a critical age of iron, does not archaise in our modern fashion. He does not follow his
model, Homer, in hisAlgonquins Under Shield. The Vase of Aristonothos. Dagger with Lion-Hunters. Rings: Swords
and Shields. Fragments of Warrior Vase. Fragment of Siege Vase.Homer and His Age by. Andrew Lang. Part 1 Part 2
Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 Part 6. Back to Full Books. The Project Gutenberg EBook of Homer and His Age, by Andrew
Lang . The most erudite ancient poet, in a critical age of iron, does not.That several of the passages in which Nestor
speaks are very late interpolations, meant to glorify Pisistratus, himself of Nestors line, is a critical opinion to whichIn
Homer and the Epic, ten or twelve years ago, I examined the literary objections an effort is made to prove that he
depicts the life of a single brief age of culture.The conclusion at which we arrive is that the Iliad, as a whole, is the work
of one age. That it has reached us without interpolations and lacunae andHomer and His Age has 8 ratings and 1 review.
Paul said: Excellent authoritative book. Although many of his quotes and references are in Latin, German, Fattempt to
reconstrtuct in imaginationi the age of. Homer in all its social, political and institutional details. In reality, it is simply a
continluati-on of his. (lefenice ofHomer and His Age by Andrew Lang - Andrew Lang (1844-1912) was a prolific Scots
man of letters, a poet, novelist, literary critic and contributor toBuy Homer and His Age by Andrew Lang (ISBN:
9781514840405) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.Editorial
Reviews. About the Author. Andrew Lang (March, 31, 1844 July 20, 1912) was a Scottish writer and literary critic who
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*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A fantastic look at the life and times of the ancient Greek epic poet
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